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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The three-step licensing approach requires submittal of an as-built supple-

ment report by the Project. This attachment provides a description of

design and construction configuration control process and as-built walkdown

activities by the Project showing that plant and system modifications

conform with design requirements. This process assures that the as-built

conditions conform with the design of safety-related systems, structures,

and components required for fuel-loading (Step 1), low-power testing

(Step 2), and full-power operation (Step 3). Furthermore, the as-built

walkdown activities provide confidence that current as-built conditions are

adequately and appropriately used in the verification of safety-related

design.

Provided below is a description of the Project's configuration controls

which incorporate the appropriate elements of construction and engineering

procedures, and appropriate quality assurance practices. Also provided is

a description of as-built walkdown activities performed by the individual

engineering groups for civil structural components, instrumentation and

control components, piping and piping supports, mechanical, HVAC and Class

1E electrical equipment.
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2.0 CONFIGURATION CONTROL PROCESS

Configuration control, as used in this report, is that process by which:

(a) Construction is advised of approved design changes to the plant

configurations

(b) The implementation of such changes is controlled by the

organization in charge of the plant at the time the design change

is issued

(c) The results of implementation are reviewed to assure that the

implementation complies with appropriate design criteria

(d) Design documents reflect, to the extent necessary, the exact

plant configuration point in time

The following sections describe the responsibilities of General

Construction and Engineering in this process.

2.1 Construction

PGandE has recognized the need for "as-built" drawings and control of

design changes since the beginning of construction activities at Diablo

Canyon. PGandE Standard Practices, which were in effect prior to the start

of Diablo Canyon, specified the method. for changing drawings and provided

the distribution for the "as-built" drawings. At Diablo Canyon, additional
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direction is given in various other instructions and procedures to assure

transmittal of design changes and "as-built" drawings to the Engineering

Department for incorporation on "record drawings."

For the purpose of clarity, PGandE uses the term "as-built" when referenc-

ing the information generated by General Construction in the form of a

marked-up drawing, sketch, or revised design data that portrays the

condition as installed in the plant. This "as-built" information is

forwarded to the Engineering Department for incorporation on the record

drawings. A record drawing is a design drawing that has been assigned a

record number and has been issued by the Engineering Department.

Since 1968, memoranda and procedures have been developed to address the

handling of "as-built" drawings at Diablo Canyon. These procedures clearly

specify in great detail the General Construction responsibility for the

control of design changes and submittal of "as-built" information to the

Engineering Department for incorporation on record drawings.

These procedures clearly indicate a recognition of the need to control

design changes and "as-built" information and have been in place and fully

implemented throughout the construction of Diablo Canyon. These procedures

are the implementing instructions to meet the requirements of the Diablo

Canyon Quality Assurance Manual and are updated and revised in accordance

with Construction, Engineering, Quality Assurance, and regulatory

requirements. These procedures assure that'esign changes are controlled

and the "as-built" plant condition documented.
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The adequacy, of implementation of these procedures has been verified by

continuing audits of the entire design drawing control process by the

General Construction Quality Control Department, by the PGandE Corporate

Quality Assurance Department,- and by NRC inspections. These audits have

consistently verified that programs existed, that they are adequate, and

their implementation is effective. Construction forces, including

supervisors, field engineers and inspectors of contractors, and PGandE,

have always recognized the need for construction work to comply with

general design details. The specific placement and routing is left to the
Idiscretion of field construction forces. At Diablo Canyon, these "field

run" commodities are subsequently walked down to assure compliance with

changing criteria.

In other cases, the Engineering Department furnishes criteria and

installation tolerances within which variances do not require design change

approval or drawing "as-builts." Any changes in installation work outside

of these Engineering Department specified construction tolerances would

require design change approval and "as-built" drawings. Variances from

design drawings requiring "as-built" sketches and drawings are furnished to

the Engineering Department by General Construction. The Engineering

Department has final authority on which sketches and "as-built" changes

require incorporation on record drawings and require design review.

As an illustrative example of the process, piping is installed in

accordance with the piping and mechanical area drawings. These area

drawings prescribe to General Construction how and where piping and piping

system components such as valves, flanges, branch lines, and fittings are
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to be located. The piping installation contractor prepares erection

isometrics from the area drawings. The construction design change and

"as-built" drawing control programs are applied to these contractor

erection isometrics. As required by Engineering Department criteria, any

variances requiring design change approval and "as-built" drawings are

processed in accordance with Construction Quality Assurance and Quality

Control Procedures and "as-built" drawings are forwarded to the Engineering

Department for review and incorporation of the appropriate drawings.

During initial plant construction, Engineering documents reflected the

actual results of the construction effort through the "as-built" process.

Selected documents were identified as subject to this process. The actual
I

results of the construction effort, i.e., selected dimensions, data, or

other information, were noted by General Construction or the contractor on

a copy of the drawing or in notes attached to the copy. Engineering

reviewed the noted results for technical correctness, and, if acceptable,

formally revised the affected drawing to reflect the as-built condition.

If the results were not acceptable, General Construction was advised and

the item was changed as directed by Engineering. In this way the physical

plant configuration was documented at any point in time. If, during the

construction process, a design change was made, the affected design

documents were revised and issued to General Construction.

Following issue of the plant operating license, such unilateral revision of

design documents to illustrate design changes is not permitted. First, the
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issued design documents must reflect the operating plant configuration; a

proposed design change cannot be reflected in a formal revision to an

"as-built" drawing. Second, implementation of a design change must be

controlled by Plant Operations and the implemented change must be accepted

by Plant Operations prior to returning that affected part of the plant to

an operating status. This complete process is carefully controlled by

documented procedures in Engineering and Plant Operations to assure that:

(a) Current documents reflect the as-built conditions prior to any

design change.

(b) The implementation of the design change is controlled by Plant

Operations to assure proper continued and restored operation.

(c) The exact implementation of the change is reviewed by Engineering

to assure compliance with appropriate design criteria.

(d) Design documents which depict the plant configuration are

controlled to assure that implementation of design changes is

promptly reflected in such documents, and such information is

readily accessible to Plant Operations personnel.
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3.0 DCP WALKDOWNS

As part. of the verification procedure, existing drawings and other avail-

able information are reviewed, including design drawings and documentation

related to modifications, to assemble a set of documents reflecting current

conditions. In order to increase confidence that 'as-built conditions are

identified, documents thus developed are compared in the field with the

physical configuration by conducting a walkdown. Based on these data,

verification and analyses are performed. An evaluation is performed to

assess the effects of any required modifications on the current design.

3.1 Civil/Structural Walkdown

(a) Containment

The design drawings were reconciled with the as-built information

obtained from the pour lift drawings for both the containment and

the interior concrete structures. Walkdowns were made to assure

that analysis models representing both primary and secondary

members of the structural steel framing system of the annulus and

the platforms accurately represent the existing conditions.
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(b) Auxiliar Buildin /Fuel Handlin Buildin

Based on the results of the data obtained from walkdowns

performed by both the DCP and the IDVP, the revised seismic

analysis was performed. A walkdown was also made in selected

areas of the auxiliary building to verify the weight and location

of minor equipment and utilities for their effect on floor

, flexibility.

A walkdown will assure that the major temporary construction

openings in 'concrete are closed.

The seismic analysis and design of the fuel handling building and

crane have been reviewed to assure that the models used in the

DE, DDE, and Hosgri analyses adequately represent the as-built

conditions. This preliminary review included field investigation

of as-built conditions, review of applicable criteria, and sim-

plified analysis of selected portions of the structure.

The modification to the fuel handling building has been performed

in accordance with the shop drawings prepared from the design

drawings. A detailed walkdown will provide the basis for

revision to the design drawings and additional verification

analysis of the as-built condition.
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(c) Intake

As-built information including pour lift and shop drawings were

compared with the design drawings and any minor differences were

resolved and factored into the verification analysis. A walkdown

was performed to verify the dimensions of selected structural

elements.

(d) Turbine Buildin

The various design and construction documents, e.g., design

drawings, shop drawings, pour lift drawings, and
manufacturers'rawings,

were reviewed. The field walkdown assisted in this

review. A comparison was also made of Hosgri modifications with

the existing shop and design drawings, and a walkdown was made of

significant concrete and structural steel members.

The design verification is performed on a generic basis. Duct

supports are grouped into similar (generic) types, based on a

field walkdown of Design Class 1 ductwork. The groups are

defined such that evaluation of one critical support in each

group can be taken as a conservative representation for the rest

of the supports in that group.
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Ductwork that does not satisfy applicable criteria based on

generic qualification is evaluated for its actual (specific)

condition. Specific conditions of each support are obtained from

a field walkdown. Evaluation of a specific support'ollows the

same procedure used for generic qualifications, but considers the

actual duct size, span, weight, pressure, and building location.

(f) Racewa and Conduit Su orts

A detailed walkdown is performed for type and location of the

Category I raceway and conduit supports. The supports are

generally qualified on the basis of generic types. Any type of

support that cannot be qualified for its generic case is

investigated in the plant to determine the worst as-built

conditions. The parameters considered include location of the

support in the plant, dimensions of the support, bracing

configuration, sizes and locations of raceways in the support,

span lengths, and raceway identification numbers so that actual
U

weights of raceways are determined. Using this information,

static analyses are performed again for each support of that type

in the same manner as for the generic case, except that in this

case as-built parameters are used. The loads used in this static

analysis result from uniform acceleration obtained by the

appropriate response spectra of a period associated with the

as-built conditions.
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All safety-related areas in Unit 1 were inspected. Class lE

conduit runs were documented. Those runs judged to be

susceptible to longitudinal loads are identified and their
as-built condition documented.

3.2 Pi in and Pi e Su orts Walkdowns

(a) ~Pi in

The Design Review Isometrics (DRI) reflect the basis by which

large bore piping was reviewed. Design changes are issued to the

site for piping modifications and pipe support modifications such

as additions, deletions, relocations, and changes in support

direction, and the changes noted on the DRI. When the field
modification is complete, the design change document is returned

to Engineering indicating installation according to design or it
is accompanied by a marked-up drawing indicating the as-built

configuration. In either case, the as-built change is

incorporated in the DRI, the associated piping analyses reviewed

and any design differences reconciled. If necessary, additional

design changes will be issued to assure compliance with criteria.

The process for small bore piping is similar to that for large

bore. The major difference is that small bore field run piping

is controlled by the contractor's drawings. Revisions are issued

against these drawings and the resulting as-builts are reviewed

as described previously.
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The process for large bore pipe supports is similar to that for

piping. When the design change document and marked-up drawing

for the pipe support are received, the support as-built is

reviewed against the design change to assure pipe support and

pipe stress criteria are still met and the acceptance documented.

In a few cases, another design change is issued if the as-built

support is rejected.

The process for small bore pipe supports is similar to that for

large bore. The major difference is that small bore supports are

controlled by .the contractor's drawings. Revisions are issued

against these drawings and the resulting as-builts are reviewed

as described previously."

3.3 Instrumentation and Controls Walkdown

(a) Instruments

All Design Class 1 instruments were reviewed by Engineering to

determine their mounting characteristics:
I

(1) Wall mounted

(2) Panel mounted
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(3) Mounted on annulus steel

If any instruments are mounted on the piping or annulus steel,

they are reviewed separately for required seismic qualification

levels.

In general, instruments that are installed in various locations

throughout the plant are qualified using "worst case" required

response spectra (RRS) envelopes and standard installation

details. Where location or mounting details are considered

critical to the device qualification, these have been verified
by'ield

walkdowns.

(b) Instrument Enclosures

A walkdown by Engineering was conducted to verify the location

and arrangement of Class 1 instrument panels. Information

obtained from this walkdown was used to develop representative

models for the panels. The panels are qualified based on these

models and analysis using envelopes of RRS for all panel

locations.

(c) Instrument Tubin Su orts

Design and installation of instrument tubing supports is based on

standard details provided by Engineering. These details are used

by General Construction as needed to layout a particular tubing
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run. Details for use in special applications may be prepared

based on criteria in the standard detail drawings. Verification

of the instrument tubing supports is based 'n information

obtained by a walkdown performed by General Construction. The

walkdown was done using a procedure approved by Engineering and

General Construction. The procedure required that construction

personnel review all tubing supports in the containment annulus

to determine the worst case configuration for analysis. The

criteria for determining the worst case were the length of the

cantilever sections and the total load on the support. Sketches

resulting from the walkdown were transmitted to Engineering for

use in the calculation.

3.4 Mechanical E ui ment Malkdown

The seismic qualification effort for Design Class I mechanical

equipment includes a field walkdown as described below:

Before performing an analysis or reviewing qualification test reports,

equipment in the field is observed. Analyses are performed based on

then current nozzle loads, spectra, and drawings. Each analysis is

reviewed in order to determine which items are critical and should be

verified as-built, e.g., weld lengths, hold down bolt sizes, and

embedment plate thickness. The critical dimensions are then confirmed

in the field. Calculations are revised, if appropriate.
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3.5 HVAC and Class lE Electrical E ui ment Walkdown

In the process of reviewing seismic analysis for HVAC and Class lE

electrical equipment and updating them to meet current seismic inputs,

a field walkdown is undertaken. The field walkdown includes the

measurement and identification of elements of the equipment critical
to the seismic qualification. Where field installation conditions

vary among similar items, individual components are inspected and

measured. The data obtained from the field walkdown is compared with

the information used in the seismic analyses. If any differences are

identified, an evaluation is made to determine whether they affect

analyses results.

4. 0 IDVP WALKDOWNS

The IDVP has responsibility for field verification of certain aspects of

the DCP work as stated in the IDVP Phase I and II Program Plans and

subsequent Interim Technical Reports (ITRs). ITRs 8, 34, and 35 deal with

the IDVP verification of DCP activities. IDVP field verification includes

the following three'reas:

(a) Overall modeling and methodology will be evaluated on basis of

consistency with as-built conditions (sampling basis).

(b) Selected details and dimensions will be field verified.
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(c) Required modifications will be field verified (either on a sample

basis or for specific modifications resulting from IDVP open

items).
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